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A Cold Season 2011-12-22

how far would you go to save your child a nail biting thriller perfect reading for a dark winter s night richard and judy cass
s husband is missing presumed dead in afghanistan floored by grief cass is left alone to take care of her son ben who has been
traumatised by his father s death so when a renovated mill becomes available in the remote lancashire village of darnshaw
cass decides it will be the perfect place for her family to heal but it quickly becomes clear that outsiders are not welcome in
the village and ben is displaying a hostility cass can t understand as darker events unfold cass starts to question her son s
sanity then a blizzard blows in and darnshaw is marooned in a sea of snow threatened on all sides cass finds herself pitted
against forces she can barely comprehend a broken family a dark secret the cold season has begun

Seasons of Mist 2015-06-04

from richard and judy bestselling author alison littlewood a genre defying master of subtle horror comes a perfectly
horrifying omnibus containing a cold season path of needles and the unquiet house as well an exclusive preview of a cold
silence a broken family a dark secret the cold season has begun in a cold season newly widowed cass buys a renovated mill in
the remove lancashire village of darnshaw hoping that it will give her and her son ben a fresh start but it quickly becomes
clear that outsiders are not welcome in the village and ben begins displaying a hostility cass can t understand as darker
events unfold cass starts to question her son s sanity then a blizzard blows in and darnshaw is marooned in a sea of snow
threatened on all sides cass finds herself pitted against forces she can barely comprehend some fairy tales are born of dreams
and some are born of nightmares in a path of needles a body is found in a shallow grave in the trees near newmillerdam the
victim is a young girl and the gruesome way in which the body has been posed has the police at a loss until alice hyland an
expert in fairytales is brought into the investigation and discovers a connection between the victim and an obscure italian
version of snow white it seems a fairytale has taken a twisted nightmarish turn then another body is found in a similarly
shocking state now alice must fight not just to prove her innocence but to protect herself from what lies in wait in the
woods what is lurking in the corners of mire house in the unquiet house emma dean is desperately seeking a fresh start so when
she inherits an old house in the depths of the yorkshire countryside she realises that this could be her chance mire house is
dreary dark and cold yet when emma walks inside she feels an immediate sense of belonging it isn t long before charlie mitchell
grandson of the original owner appears claiming that he wants to get to know her as they are the last of their family but
emma suspects he s more interested in the house than his long lost relatives and when she starts seeing ghostly figures emma
begins to wonder is charlie trying to scare her away or are there darker secrets lurking in the corners of mire house

A Cold Silence 2015-09-03

the sequel to the richard and judy bestseller a cold season new game acheron offers you everything you desire at the cost of
your soul ben cassidy promised his mother he would never to return to darnshaw the remote village they barely escaped when
he was a child but when his friend jessica kills herself he feels compelled to investigate jessica was playing a sinister computer
game called acheron which claims it will give you anything you desire for a price as ben and his friends delve ever deeper into the
world of acheron good motivations and morality begin to slip and they find themselves spiralling out of control ben could
save them all but the cost for doing so might be too high to pay would you

The Hidden People 2016-10-06

a chilling gothic mystery from the bestselling author of richard judy book club hit the cold season perfect for fans of susan
hill the coffin path and the silent companions where superstition and myth bleed into real life with tragic consequences the
twist is brilliant daily mail intriguing and unsettling sunday express pretty lizzie higgs is gone burned to death on her own
hearth but was she really a changeling as her husband insists albie mirralls met his cousin only once in 1851 within the grand
glass arches of the crystal palace but unable to countenance the rumours that surround her murder he leaves his young wife
in london and travels to halfoak a village steeped in superstition albie begins to look into lizzie s death but in this place where
the old tales hold sway and the hidden people supposedly roam answers are slippery and further tragedy is just a step away a
skilful blend of the supernatural and the psychological if you enjoyed jonathan strange mr norrell by susanna clarke and the
woman in black by susan hill this is one for you mature times

Mistletoe 2019-10-10

alison littlewood has a real talent for building atmosphere loaded with the promise of things to come hints of dread with the
possibility of hope guardian leah thought maitland farm could give her a new life but now old ghosts are dragging her into the
past following the tragic deaths of her husband and son leah is looking for a new life determined to bury her grief in hard work
and desperate to escape christmas and the reminders of what she has lost she rushes through the purchase of a run down
yorkshire farmhouse arriving just as the snow shrouds her new home it might look like the loveliest christmas card but it s
soon clear it s not just the house that needs renovation the land is in bad heart too as leah sets to work she begins to see
visions of the farm s former occupants and of the dark secrets that lie at the heart of maitland farm if leah is to have a
future she must find a way to lay both her own past and theirs to rest but the visions are becoming disturbingly real alison
littlewood is one of the brightest stars in the horror genre this is horror

Path of Needles 2013-05-09

some fairy tales are born of dreams and some are born of nightmares i loved path of needles dark but satisfying like the best
chocolate elly griffiths bestselling author of the postscript murders chrissie farrell is young beautiful and about to be
crowned queen of the dance but on the evening of her triumph she is abducted and murdered her body left for the police to find
with no other clues the disturbing way in which chrissie s body has been posed has pc cate corbin at a loss until university
lecturer alice hyland is called in an expert on fairy tales alice quickly notices a connection between the murder and an obscure
version of snow white when a second body is found alice is dragged further into the investigation and only then realises that
she is becoming a suspect psychologically complex hybrid of magical realism and police procedural publishers weekly now alice
must fight not just to prove her innocence but to protect herself because the body count is growing and it s looking like she
might be next
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Five Feathered Tales 2016-08-02

imagine five feathers their colours ranging from deepest black to purest white with flashes of bright gold and each has a story
to tell five feathered tales brings together short stories by alison littlewood with the darkly fantastical artwork of
daniele serra

The Unquiet House 2014-04-10

what is lurking in the corners of mire house chillingly atmospheric the unquiet house is perfect for fans of stephen king
struggling to recover from the catastrophic loss of both of her parents emma dean desperately needs a fresh start when she
inherits an old house in the depths of the yorkshire countryside she realises that this could be her chance mire house is dreary
dark and cold yet when emma walks inside she feels an immediate sense of belonging it isn t long before charlie mitchell grandson
of the original owner appears claiming he wants to seek out his family but emma suspects he s more interested in the house than
his long lost relations and when she starts seeing ghostly figures emma begins to wonder is charlie trying to scare her away
or are there darker secrets lurking in the corners of mire house reads like a timeless classic of the genre guardian

The Crow Garden 2017-10-05

susan hill meets wilkie collins in alison littlewood s latest chiller mad doctor nathaniel is obsessed with the beautiful mrs
harleston but is she truly delusional or is she hiding secrets that should never be uncovered haunted by his father s suicide
nathaniel kerner walks away from the highly prestigious life of a consultant to become a mad doctor he takes up a position
at crakethorne asylum but the proprietor is more interested in phrenology and his growing collection of skulls than the
patients minds nathaniel s only interesting case is mrs victoria adelina vita harleston her husband accuses her of hysteria and
delusions but she accuses him of hiding secrets far more terrible nathaniel is increasingly obsessed with vita but when he has her
mesmerised there are unexpected results vita starts hearing voices the way she used to her grandmother always claimed they
came from beyond the grave but it also unleashes her own powers of mesmerism and a desperate need to escape increasingly
besotted nathaniel finds himself caught up in a world of s�ances and stage mesmerism in his bid to find vita and save her but
constantly hanging over him is this warning that doctors are apt to catch the diseases with which they are surrounded
whether of the body or the mind an enjoyable excursion gripping the sunday times

Beside the Seaside 2014-04-01

this superb collection of stories by some of today s finest genre writers are each set along britain s northern coast whitby
scarborough and other traditional english seaside resorts where tales both grim and delicious are forged

Acapulcalypse Now! 2015

a mysterious multi millionaire invites a collection of rich and powerful men and women from around the world to his exclusive
hotel on the cost of acapulco as they leave heathrow airport the events at all hallows church which sparked the zombie
plague break out now the guests must battle each other the resentful locals the impending horde of undead and the land itself
a spin off novel of the bestselling zombie apocalypse series

Fish Change Direction in Cold Weather 2013

a tale of love vodka coming out and a life changing storm of the century when his parents tell him that they re splitting up
and his dad leaves home a ten year old boy begs the sky to help him the next day a storm covers montreal in a deep layer of ice
as the power goes out across the city and the temperature drops people must help each other in order to survive the boy is
convinced that it s all his fault but at least one neighbourhood will never be the same julie the exotic dancer who lives
across the street helps boris an eccentric russian mathematician save his fish from the cold weather and the urbane michel and
simon open their door to alexis their homophobic neighbour and his son three days in the frozen city will turn their lives upside
down but will the ice storm bring the boy s parents back together sparklingly funny wise and joyful fish change direction in
cold weather reminds us that life is full of the unexpected and that happy endings might still be possible

Zombie Apocalypse! Acapulcalypse Now 2015-09-17

the hotel baktun is an exclusive vacation complex that is about to open on the coast of acapulco mexico owned by a
mysterious multi millionaire businessman it is shaped like an ancient mayan pyramid and its halls are lined with rare and expensive
artefacts for stacy keenan the hotel s new head of security things are already chaotic as the locals continue to put the
finishing touches to the festivities while vips begin to arrive for the grand opening when a russian cruise ship turns along the
shore and disgorges its cargo of flesh eating zombies the guests and staff soon fragment into various factions as they
struggle to withstand the spread of hrv human reanimation virus as the armies of the dead conquer all that stand before them
and the human survivors prepare for a final battle against an unstoppable enemy a horror even more ancient and terrible is
revealed when the death comes to paradise

Cold 2011

this romantic novel is a coming of age book that mixes prose poetry and hip hop to carry the story along

Fish Change Direction in Cold Weather 2013

when his parents split up a ten year old boy begs the sky to help him the next day an ice storm covers his city then the power
goes out and people must turn to each other to survive but for one neighbourhood the catastrophe brings surprising new
beginnings julie the dancer who lives across the street helps an eccentric russian mathematician named boris to save his fish
from the cold weather and the urbane michel and simon open their door to their bad tempered neighbour alexis and his son but
will the ice storm bring the boy s parents back together
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Road Out of Winter 2020-09-01

a teenage girl treks across a dangerous frozen nation to reunite with her family in this philip k dick award winning apocalyptic
thriller wylodine comes from a world of paranoia and poverty her family grows marijuana illegally in order to survive but
now she s been left behind in ohio to tend the crop alone then spring doesn t return for the second year in a row bringing
unprecedented extreme winter with grow lights stashed in her truck and a pouch of precious seeds wil begins a journey to join
her family in california but the icy roads and strangers hidden in the hills are treacherous gathering a small group of exiles on
her way she becomes the target of a volatime cult leader because she has the most valuable skill in the climate chaos she can
make things grow road out of winter offers a glimpse into an all too possible near future with a chosen family forged in the
face of dystopian collapse alison stine s acclaimed debut blends a rural thriller and speculative realism into what could be
called dystopian noir library journal starred review
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Snow Woman in a Box 2005-08-31

who says a snow figure has to be masculine here s a fun new look at a classic cold weather pastime this cool crafty new
book plus packaged in our well received voodoo format includes a 64 page guide full of vibrant illustrations and tips for
creating a handsome snowwoman plus many variations decorative flourishes and whimsical ideas for wintertime activities
included are fun variations on the traditional snowman finishing touches faux coal eye pieces carrot nose red lips a jeweled
tiara beaded necklace and a flower our original snowman in a box kit has sold more than 70 000 copies

A Winter's Night 2010

what can we do when that cold little voice inside our own head tells us that we aren t good enough or smart enough to
matter or when the voice tells us that we ll never succeed that we look weird that we re too tall or too short that we
can t do anything right sometimes all it takes is a bit of self acceptance and love to make that cold little voice warm right
up so that we can become our own best friend

The Cold Little Voice 2019-02

it s 1890 sherlock holmes and doctor watson return to baker street after a night pursuing a vicious criminal inspector
lestrade is waiting for holmes with a proposition of national importance lestrade tells holmes that a school of detection
has been formed to train a new breed of modern investigators that will serve in great britain and the empire most students will
become police officers some however will become bodyguards and spies holmes begins instructing his decidedly curious
assortment of students from home and abroad he does so with his customary gusto and inventiveness scotland yard in the
main allocates crimes to solve and holmes mentors his students occasionally he shadows them in disguise in order to assess
or even directly test their abilities with creative scenarios he devises certain crimes investigated by the students might appear
trivial such as the re positioning of an ornament atop a garden wall yet it will transpire an assassin has moved the ornament
to create good sightlines in order to commit murder with a sniper s rifle other mysteries are considered outside the domain of
the police for example the inexplicable disappearance of a stone gargoyle which is linked to an ancient family curse or a man
suffering from amnesia who discovers that not only has he acquired a secret life but also gained an implacable enemy too
holmes with the ever trustworthy doctor watson in his wake is kept busy with his students cases ranging from minor to
serious sometimes rectifying their mistakes and saving them from a variety of disasters these eleven wonderful new adventures
and intrigues include tales such as the gargoyles of killfellen house sherlock holmes and the four kings of sweden and the case
of the cannibal club

Sherlock Holmes's School for Detection 2017-04-06

when a teddy bear has a cold this funny book tells how to cheer him

Teddy Bears Cure a Cold 1984

alison flees her abusive husband and learns to trust and love in a small ohio town

Alison's Journey 2005-02

alison mcghee s is a novel of simple explanations simple movement and faulkner s favorite most ferocious question can we ever
really know one another los angeles times mcghee has written a lovely and successful third novel she brilliantly captures the
close but guarded ties between residents of a grieving small town and delivers dialogue with the uncommon and impressive mix
of precision poignancy and believability minneapolis star tribune mcghee is a beautiful writer especially in her sense of place and
her precision in describing characters twin cities pioneer press mcghee author of the critically acclaimed novel shadow baby
portrays in spare and beautiful prose a setting and community that recall the cold hard landscapes of richard russo s fiction
book page was it beautiful is a powerful and tender portrayal of loss and renewal at midlife with singular grace and humor
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alison mcghee pays loving attention to the details of life in the adirondacks and to the small kindnesses and idiosyncrasies
that make each member of a community precious and unique from the trade paperback edition

Was It Beautiful? 2010-05-12

an addictive psychological thriller full of suspense

The Arena 1896
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The Arena 1895

list of illustrationsacknowledgmentsintroduction an invitation to the seance1 discovery of the island of mesmeria 2 animal
magnetism comes to london 3 experimental subjects as scientific instruments 4 carnival chapel and pantomime 5 the peripatetic
power of the new science 6 consultations conversaziones and institutions 7 the invention of anesthesia and the redefinition of
pain 8 colonizing sensations in victorian india9 emanations from the sickroom 10 the mesmeric cure of souls 11 expertise
common sense and the territories of science 12 the social body and the invention of consensus conclusion the day after the
feast notes bibliography index copyright libri gmbh all rights reserved

A Fractured Winter 2019-02

answers questions about winter climate and includes activities and experiments suggested level preschool junior

����������� 2014-11-30

eighteenth century alison must choose career son and jacobite townspeople or a reincarnated enemy soldier

Mesmerized 1998-12
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Why is it Cold Today? 1993-01-01

a reprint of this title first published in 1988 illustrated throughout in full colour

Alison's Legacy 2000-04

the triumphant story of a woman who refused to become a victim like an apparition conjured out of the darkness a young man
with light blond hair pushed his face into the car i immediately spotted the knife it was a long thin weapon almost like a letter
opener with a tapering blade it felt cold and spiny as he pressed it to my neck when he spoke his voice which was quiet and
controlled sounded as though it emanated from a distant planet but every word thudded into my skull move over or i ll kill
you he whispered and so began alison s nightmare journey with the two callous killers who were to rape her stab her so many
times doctors could not count the wounds slit her throat and leave her for dead in a filthy clearing miles from the city of
port elizabeth which was her home but alison defied death and more than that she denied her attackers the satisfaction of
destroying her life i have life is the triumphant story of a woman who refused to become a victim the courage which allowed
her to move beyond severe physical and emotional trauma and to turn a devastating experience into something life affirming and
strong is an inspiration to people everywhere

Alison's Discretions in Nonprofitland 2010-05

weather architecture further extends jonathan hill s investigation of authorship by recognising the creativity of the weather
at a time when environmental awareness is of growing relevance the overriding aim is to understand a history of architecture
as a history of weather and thus to consider the weather as an architectural author that affects design construction and
use in a creative dialogue with other authors such as the architect and user environmental discussions in architecture tend to
focus on the practical or the poetic but here they are considered together rather than investigate architecture s relations to
the weather in isolation they are integrated into a wider discussion of cultural and social influences on architecture the
analysis of weather s effects on the design and experience of specific buildings and gardens is interwoven with a historical
survey of changing attitudes to the weather in the arts sciences and society leading to a critical re evaluation of
contemporary responses to climate change

�� 2013-02-06

for holly golightly there was always tiffany s for me there s always pug hill for as long as i ve lived in new york whenever i
ve just wanted to think or relax or be happy or even sad my destination of choice has been without fail pug hill for hope
mcneill pugs are love unconditional friendship happiness and freedom all qualities currently in short supply in her own life she s
also short on time and apartment space and for those reasons she doesn t have a pug of her own but she does have pug hill in
central park where pugs and their owners from all over new york city convene she also has a serious crush on one of her co
workers at the metropolitan museum of art a flailing relationship with her squash playing cold weather loving boyfriend and
an unspeakable fear of public speaking when hope s father calls with a daunting assignment to make a speech at her parent s
fortieth wedding anniversary party hope is completely taken off guard as a last resort she signs up for a public speaking class
but can t help wondering will it be enough some fears are so big that even all the pugs in the world might not be enough
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Pragmatics & Cognition 1993

one man against the monstrous forces of evil the sixth book in the nighthunter series

Teddybears and the Cold Cure 1984

I Have Life: Alison's Journey as told to Marianne Thamm 2016-06-01

Weather Architecture 2013-06-17

Pug Hill 2006-05-02

The Labyrinth 2014-03-31
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